
WELCOME
TO REXX ECOSYSTEM 



Welcome to the White Book of the Ecosystem Rexx, a document
exhaustively detailing the strategic intention, the architectural structure, the
innovative solution and the potential transformer Rexx is the currency of our

ecosystem. This active digital, which functions as a utility token, powering a set of
services designed to challenge traditional infrastructures with a The blockchain

solution is solid, secure and efficient.

 Introduction 
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Our mission in Rexx is to empower individuals and companies brindándoles a blockchain
ecosystem integral, secure and easy of use. Our objective is to facilitate adoption and

understanding Generalized blockchain technology in various sectors, like the 
Games,  Finances, News, Supply chain and more.

Let's imagine a world where technology is integrated with blockchain Perfectly in everyday
life, promoting transparency, efficiency and the confidence. Through the Rexx ecosystem, we

strive to revolutionizing traditional industries and boosting the digital economy.

 Vision & Mission
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Multilevel token staking, also known as nested token staking, is a type of token staking wheremstakers can earn
rewards from their own stake as well as from the stake of users they refer to the staking platform. This creates a referral

system where stakers are incentivized to bring new users to the platform. Multi level token staking is typically
implemented using a smart contract that tracks the referral relationships between stakers. When a staker refers a new

user to the platform, the new user's stake is automatically nested under the referring staker's stake. This means that the
referring staker will earn rewards from the new user's stake, even if the new user does not directly stake any tokens. The
amount of rewards that a staker earns from their referral network is typically determined by the depth of their referral

tree. In other words, stakers who have more referrals will earn more rewards. Multi level token staking can be a very
effective way to attract new users to a staking platform and to increase the total amount of staked tokens. However, it is

important to note that multilevel token staking can also be used to create scams and fraudulent schemes.

REXX STAKING
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Staker A deposits 100 tokens into the staking platform.
Staker A refers Staker B to the platform 
Staker B deposits 50 tokens into the platform.
Staker A now earns rewards from both their own stake and Staker B's stake.
Staker A refers Staker C to the platform.Staker C deposits 25 tokens into the platform.
Staker A now earns rewards from their own stake, Staker B's stake, and Staker C's stake.
The referral system can continue to grow in this way, with each staker earning rewards

How multilevel staking works
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Decentralization
What is decentralization? What are its benefits and advantages? 

Decentralized marketing is created on an automated contract that guarantees you
maximum security and stability.A smart contract is an algorithm with automatic

execution. It exists inside the Smart Chainblockchain,*
 which is one of the top cryptocurrencies. Smart contracts, like cryptocurrencies
themselves, are decentralized. They work strictly according to a certain program,

and once they are launched, it is impossible to change their mode of operation. The
code that determines the logic of a smart contract is written in a blockchain, and all
calculations are performed by millions of computers around the world. This ensures

that a smart contract cannot be hacked or stopped 
*Blockchain is an immutable register of transactions and information, protected
from any further manipulation by cryptographic methods.  It is simultaneously

maintained by thousands of independent computers around the world
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THE WORLD BEST MULTI LEVEL NETWORK
WHERE EVERYONE WINS
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The REXX ecosystem is
built around the

technology of smart
contracts and NFTs,

which are completely
autonomous and

exclude the influence of
the human factor.

AUTONOMY TRANSPARENCYUNCHANGING CONDITIONS

The smart contract code
is stored in the public

domain, and anyone can
view the entire

transaction history at
any time. This ensures

fair conditions and
reliable statistics that

you can rely on.

The algorithm is stored
on the blockchain, so no
one, even the authors of
the idea, can intervene,
cancel or change your

transactions.



THE WORLD BEST MULTI LEVEL NETWORK
WHERE EVERYONE WINS
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All transactions between
community members take place

directly from one personal wallet
to another. Participants do not

have accounts within the system
from which to withdraw funds,
since Rexx Ecosystem does not

store your assets.

 FULL AUTOMATION  100%ONLINE DECENTRALIZATION

There are no hidden
costs or service fees. The
smart contract balance

is always zero.

No one, not even the
creators of the code, can

make changes to the
work of  Rexx

Ecosystem smart
contracts.



USDT instant
withdrawal
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Decentralized
Multi Leve

 No company, No
Admin,

100% Automated

World’s 1st
Decentralized

project with 100%
success potential 

100% Transparent
and open Smart

Contract



Deposit & Withdrawal

Eidoo Wallet Rainbow Wallet

Metamask Wallet  Trust Wallet Coinbase Wallet

Walletconnect

10 USDT TRC20

Supported Wallets



STAKING PACKAGE

Staking rewards are calculated on
monthly basis

NOTE
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Starter Standard Premium 

Staking     100$

Reward        8% 

Unstake any time

Staking     500$     

Reward        8% 

Unstake any time

Staking     1000$     

Reward        10% 

Unstake any time

GET NOW >GET NOW >GET NOW >



Staking rewards are calculated on
monthly basis

NOTE
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STAKING PACKAGE

Master ExecutiveMasterPro

Staking     2000$     

Reward        10% 

Unstake any time

Staking     3000$     

Reward        11% 

Unstake any time

Staking     5000$     

Reward        12% 

Unstake any time

GET NOW >GET NOW >GET NOW >



20%
Total Benefits

10%
Direct Benefits

2%
Reward Benefits

8%
Indirect Benefits

TYPES OF BENEFITS
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Direct Benefits
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FOR ALL MEMBERS
You will get 70% of the total benefit in

instant USDT and 30% in Rexx coin.

NOTE



Indirect Benefits
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

3%
2%

1%
1%

1%

You will get 70% of the total benefit in
instant USDT and 30% in Rexx coin.

NOTE



Total
 Business Volume Reward

$10000

$100

$200

$5000

Reward Benefits
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If total teamwork is more than $5000 then you
will get $100 instant in USDT

If total teamwork is more than $10000then you
will get $200 instant in USDT



Total
 Business Volume Reward

$50,000

$500

$1000

$25000

Reward Benefits
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If total teamwork is more than $25,000 then
you will get $500 instant in USDT

If total teamwork is more than $50,000 then you
will get $1000 instant in USDT



Total
 Business Volume Reward

$300000

$2000

$8000

$100000

Reward Benefits
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If total teamwork is more than $100000 then
you will get $2000 instant in USDT

If total teamwork exceeds $300000 you qualify for
an instant reward of a $8000 luxury Bike in USDT



Total
 Business Volume Reward

$1500000

$20000

$35000

$800000

Reward Benefits
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If total teamwork exceeds $800000 you qualify for
an instant reward of a $20,000 luxury car in USDT.

If total teamwork exceeds $1,500,000, you qualify for
an instant reward of a $35,000 luxury car in USDT.



THANK YOU
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